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1. Spike Lee’s Do the Right Thing was a major event in U.S. cultural life for at least four reasons:

(a) It forced discussion of domestic race relations out into the open at a time when it was avoided,
particularly by white liberals. Recall this is the end of the 1980s. The previous five years had
seen the emergence of an incredibly strong global anti-apartheid movement centered on Black
America.1 Divestment from South Africa became a domestic civil rights issue. For the first time
during his Presidency, Congress overrode a veto by Reagan of a bill requiring sanctions against
South Africa. Yet, while there was all this attention to apartheid and racism abroad (in South
Africa), there was very little discussion of racism at home. This film forced that discussion to
happen.

(b) The reaction of the reviewers—including many who regarded themselves as liberal (and were typi-
cally White)—, as reviewed by Willis (2013), indicated the extent to which the U.S. “mainstream”
was unwilling to address underlying issues connected to racism. It should not be entirely surpris-
ing, though, given that this is the country that had elected Ronald Reagan twice as President.

(c) Equally importantly, the film brought to life, in a non-documentary, pointed, and sympathetic
way, versions of stereotypes dear to the White “mainstream,” perhaps most notably through the
character of Radio Raheem who is central to the narrative in more ways than one. These putative
stereotypes are celebrated–Spike Lee is “in your face.” It is an interesting question as to the
number of individuals for whom this was the first encounter with Black America in any art-form,
particularly, an encounter in which the racist stereotypes of Black America are celebrated (or at
least sympathetically celebrated).

(d) As we shall see later in the story, Lee’s portrayal is not altogether a morality tale. The complexity
of race relations in the U.S. is embraced, though how fully may be a matter of debate. Once again,
the figure of Sal is central to that issue and Lee seems to suggest that figure such as him—non-
resident White service providers with a long presence—are not uncommon in Black communities.

2. Of course, we should not forget that the film reminded the country how racist some pockets of New York
(David Dinkins’ “quilt”) were. The same was true of many other northern cities including Boston and
Chicago. All these cities, as wholes, were supposed to be bastions but, when examined at a finer spatial
resolution, presented a very different profile. Lee returns to the same issue in later films, particularly
Jungle Fever (1991).

3. Equally, we should keep in mind the extent to which Do the Right Thing foreshadowed Black Lives
Matter (Johnson 2017). Police brutality against Blacks has come to the forefront of our attention in
recent years because of the extent to which it has been documented, in particular, visually documented.
But the prevalence of such documentation probably only reflect the extent to which we now have
technology easily available that can be used to record videos. It is likely that police violence against
Blacks was even more pronounced.

4. Turning to the film itself, this was Spike Lee’s third major film as Director, after She’s Gotta Have
It (1986) and School Daze (1988). Though both those earlier films received some critical acclaim, Do
the Right Thing established Lee as an important Director. For some commentators it remains the best
film Lee has made.

5. The power of the message the film is such that we tend not to notice how unconventional its narrative
construction is. This is not a Hollywood film with action/tension building up to a grand end (even if

1I will be using “Black” rather than “African-American” to reflect usage in the 1980s.
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it seems that way). Rather, it is a sequence of vignettes, each with internal structural unity, strung
along carefully. Moreover, if there is a peak of action in the narrative, it is the murder rather than the
arson, and certainly not the questionable “redemption” of the final negotiation between Mookie and
Sal.

6. Strange, as it may seem, the film has a “classical” structure. There is an Aristotelian unity of time
and place (Willis 2013). All the action takes place in one brownstone block of the Bedford-Stuyvesant
area of Brooklyn, New York. All the action takes place within a day (which, strictly speaking, only
approximately maintains unity of time). There is the traditional “Greek chorus”: the “Corner Men,”
coconut Sid, ML, and Sweet Dick Willy. Obviously, the use of classicism is ironic.

7. However, for all the brilliance of comedic construction and the superb script, ultimately we cannot get
away from the fact that the power of Do the Right Thing comes from its politics/ethics. What follows
are a series of questions that we can raise. The answers are not entirely obvious and that’s what makes
the film rich. (A multiplicity of possible interpretations, each equally well supported by evidence in
the detail, is a virtue in any work of art. Though, of course, not the only virtue.)

8. First, the trillion-dollar question: Is Sal a racist? More ink has been spilt on this question than what
it took to compose the script. Here is what we know. Lee, who wrote the script, was adamant that
Sal was a racist. Aiello, after reading the script, insisted that Sal was not. If Aiello’s performance as
Sal transcends Lee’s intention in the script, then there is a distinct possibility that we should conclude
that Sal is not a racist. What matters here is how the evidence fits in. We are left in situation where
taking Lee’s intent as categorical would amount to committing the intentionalist fallacy. On the one
hand we have Sal’s invective-laden verbal assault on Radio Raheem during their final altercation that
then led to Raheem’s murder by the police. Is that sufficient to define Sal as a racist? Or can it be
explained away as a “good” person doing a bad thing which may happen once in a while. Because,
on the other hand, we have Sal’s complex relationships with his customers including his relationship
with Jade (which is strongly questioned by Mookie). Of course, in out contemporary politically correct
atmosphere, where language itself is policed by the self-righteous, Sal’s use of invectives would suffice
to condemn him. But is that fair? Especially when we remember linguistic usage in the 1980s.

• In answering this question, it is critically important to be clear about what is meant by “racist.”
At one end, we could claim that anyone generalizing about human behavior on a racial basis is a
racist; this would include Black writers reflecting on Whites. We would be racist even if we just
speak of White audiences. At the other end, we could insist that “racist” be limited to situations
where power relations are invoked to the detriment of one racial group.

• Note that almost no biologist accepts race as a legitimate biological category. The issues here are
complex but the general thrust of the arguments are that if we require close relatedness by ancestry
and by geography to define races, we do no end up with the racial classifications in everyday use.
However the non-existence of biological races does not mean that there is no racism; the latter
depends only on the perception that there are races.

• The everyday cultural concept of race is closer to what social scientists call ethnicity. But now
we don’t get the usual Black-White divide.

9. Critics have questioned the extent to which the film is narrated in Spike Lee’s “voice.” (Once again,
it is important that we avoid the intentionalist fallacy.) What this means: is Lee’s politics the politics
of the film itself? Perhaps the place to start is the portrayal of Mookie, played by Lee himself. There
is some reason to treat Mookie’s politics as privileged in terms of the film’s message. In particular,
Mookie carries out the crucial act of resistance against the murder of Radio Raheem (and the acts of
Sal and his sons). Moreover, this act is not on par with murder. It is arson. (This important one
was typically missed by the cohort of reviewers who saw moral equivalence between Whites and Blacks
in terms of what each did in the film. Of course, converting conflicts between two groups, the police
and the community, into a general problem between Whites and Blacks is itself ethically problematic.)
Not only is Mookie’s act only arson, isn’t it also likely that the act defused the tension and prevented
violence against individuals? (if you find this reading credible, does Mookie become a pacifist? That
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is an interesting perspective to develop.) One thing does appear to be certain: Lee as Director and
Mookie as character do seem to deny the moral equivalence of violence against persons and violence
against property. Contrary to capitalism and similar ideologies of power.

10. Does Lee speak for Blacks? We mean all Blacks (to the extent that is ever possible)? Whether or not
Lee intended to do so, the burden that he has to bear is that his critics will claim that he is doing
so. And that leads to the trope: “I have a Black friend who does not agree with Spike Lee.” Or
something similar, all part of racists’ repertoire but also available to more benign critics. The most
important thing to note is that the question we are asking is an empirical one. We need sociological
data to answer it with intellectual integrity. (Otherwise we are just reporting our intuition influenced
by at least our latent prejudices.) The second most important thing to note is that these data do not
exist. Over the years I have read at least a hundred reviews and more academic papers on DO the
Right Thing. Not one of them addresses the empirical question in a data-dependent way. Those who
are appreciative of the film typically claim that Lee has captured something fundamental about the
Black experience of the United States (and the police crimes that have led to Black Lives Matter give
some empirical support to this view. Critics claim the opposite, as you would expect.

11. The other trillion-dollar question: What is the political message of the film? Another way of putting it:
What is the right thing? One powerful reading of the movie is that it is about “Resistance.” The term
has powerful connotations referring to the French underground organizing against Nazi occupation
and other similar movements. But Mookie’s response is hardly pre-planned or organized. So, if it is
Resistance that we are after, it is resistance of a different kind. A small but influential minority of critics
held that the film was an incitement to riot. This reading captures more about these critics’ prejudices
than about the film itself. How about despair? Or, at least, helplessness. Or acknowledgement that
White Power will prevail/ The film ends with Mookie grasping for money on the ground, ceding the
high ground literally to Sal. And is Mookie’s arson really a compelling response to the murder of
Raheem? Isn’t it a sign of ultimate impotence?
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